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INFORMATION IN THIS REPORT
Rand Water will submit a copy of this Integrated Report to the
Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) South Africa as
a part of the adjudication process for the ACCA South African Awards
for Sustainable Reporting. The learning from our participation in this
process will contribute to Rand Water maintaining a global standard
for its integrated reporting.
If you would like to provide comment on the nature of our integrated
reporting, please contact our Corporate Communications division
via the Rand Water Customer Service Centre - 0860 1010 60 or email
customerservice@randwater.co.za.
An electronic version of this Report is available on our website:
www.randwater.co.za
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Our 2014-15 integrated
annual report is our most
strategic document addressed
to our Shareholder and our
Stakeholders.

This integrated annual report
informs you of our work during
the period 1 July 2014 to 30 June
2015.

The Report allows the reader an
opportunity to access Rand Water
ability to create and sustain value
in the short, medium and long
term.

The Report is published annually,
approved by the Board of Rand
Water and is then tabled before
the Parliament of the Republic
of South Africa by the Minister of
Water and Sanitation.
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Rand Water and
integrated reporting
This integrated annual report builds on the progress, insights and feedback
received during the year under review and will provide an overview of Rand
Water’s financial and non-financial performance.
The compilation of this Report has been aligned to the requirements of the King Code of Governance Principles for SA (King III Code),
the International Integrated Reporting Framework and complies with the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Guidelines. We have also
remained mindful of the Public Finance Management Act, 1999 (Act 1 of 1999) as amended, and its references to annual reporting.
The guidelines and criteria for good reporting, monitoring and evaluation systems, and service delivery indicators recommended
by National Treasury have also informed the compilation of this report.
For ease of reading and information accessibility, this Report has been prepared in the first person. The terms ‘Rand Water’, ‘Rand
Water Group’, ‘we’, ‘us’ and ‘our’ all refer to Rand Water and our associated operations and initiatives, unless otherwise stated.
References to the year under review or the financial year in this Report refer to the period 1 July 2014 to 30 June 2015.

SCOPE OF THE REPORT
The Rand Water Integrated Annual Report is published annually,
and is then tabled before the Parliament of the Republic of South

This Integrated Report reflects our commitment to
integrated reporting across the organisation for the review
by our Shareholder and the benefit of all our stakeholders.

Africa by the Minister of Water and Sanitation. The Report provides
information on our operations, financial, non-financial performances
and integrated sustainability developments for the year ended 30
June 2015. The Report focuses on the business of Rand Water in
South Africa and internationally. The material content in this Report

This Report was tabled before the Group Audit Committee
and subsequently approved at a meeting of the Board of
Rand Water on 28 September 2015.

should be referenced in conjunction with our Consolidated Annual
Financial Statements also contained herein. The Report has been
approved by the Board of Rand Water and has been signed on their
behalf by the Chairperson, Adv Matshidiso Hashatse and the Chief
Executive, Mr Percy Sechemane.

Using the International Integrated Reporting Committee
(IIRC) structure of the six capitals (financial, manufactured,
human, natural, social and intellectual) and how we build
or deplete them are addressed in this integrated report,
while not specifically referred to in this manner. We also
reference the eight material sustainability issues viz;
responsible growth, services and customers, supply chain
management, occupational health and safety, employee
development, community engagement, resource use and
efficiency; and environmental management.
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Rand Water’s unique brand, our product technology, and
our first class operations; ensure that it is well placed to
achieve its strategy of providing an array of sector-related
products.

Dear Rand Water Stakeholder,
It gives me great pleasure to present to you our 2014 -15 Integrated Annual Report. In addition to presenting our
operational and financial performance, this report also highlights the attention we have paid to sustainability
issues by putting social, ethical and environmental concerns at the centre of all that we do.
LEVERAGING PERFORMANCE
Rand Water presents sound results and good performance for the year under review. We have continued to
successfully execute our strategy of focusing on and ensuring the soundness of our core operations; whilst
simultaneously strengthening and pursuing new strategic responsibilities and opportunities. Significant in this
growth path is the responsibility for the Mpumalanga province, which is requiring significant attention and
innovative thinking as we grapple with new business risks and challenges, in a landscape different to our historical
area of supply.
The positioning of the Rand Water brand in the water and sanitation sector is continuously being used as a
strength to leverage, in the efforts to eradicate inequalities, achieve universal access to services and in prioritizing
the pursuit of the socio-economic goals of our society. The success of this organisation, therefore is not success
for its own sake, but a lever for the achievement of goals that serve the greater good as we contribute to bringing
services to the unserved and the under-served.
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Rand Water maintains its prime position, by pursuing a clear

execution, by various role players and stakeholders is essential

strategic vision; and taking a disciplined long-term point

for ensuring that the country has infrastructure that is able to

of view for sustainability; and modeling a values-based

continuously satisfy the needs of citizens and industry.

leadership. This is backed up by professional teams, with
exceptional talent that form various centers of excellence

MINISTERIAL DIRECTIVES

within the organisation. Aligning with the strategic vision of

On Ministerial directives for the year under review I would

the shareholder is central to this positioning, and allows us

like to mention two critical and interconnected directives

to use our strengths as an organisation, to scale up plans to

into which great energy has been poured over this financial

address sectoral challenges.

year. The first is the Reticulation project, in the area of the
Bushbuckridge Local Municipality. It has been an enormous

In her Budget Vote Address in May 2015, the Honourable

challenge to go about this work, not least because as we

Minister of Water and Sanitation mentioned that the National

proceeded with the reticulation of households within phase

Water Resources Strategy II (NWRS-2), will be the guiding

1 and 2 of this programme, it became clear that simultaneous

document for all stakeholders in the water sector in the pursuit

investment in and upgrading of the bulk infrastructure

of a seamless integrated approach to managing our water

would be essential in order to ensure security of supply and

resources. The Minister said that this strategy will address

to lift the standard of delivery of services to the people of

the issues affecting access to water and particularly, it will

Bushbuckridge. The nature of the work required on the bulk

review the pace of the transformation of patterns of access to

supply side requires significant financial commitment and by

water resources for the previously-disadvantaged. The Board

its nature will take longer to implement. This matter is receiving

of Rand Water will continue to track the organisation’s own

the attention of the Department of Water and Sanitation,

strategic objectives, progress and performance against this

the Mpumalanga Province, the Local Municipality, and Rand

national strategy.

Water as the water board in the area. This joint effort will lead
to the finalisation of the Master-plan and financing strategies

INFRASTRUCTURE

by all the partners, which in turn will enable the acceleration

We understand that taking a long term viewpoint is essential

of the implementation of projects and the resolution of water

for continued and sustainable gains. One of the areas in which

supply problems in this area.

we are continuously investing with a long term view is in the
area of the management of our assets and infrastructure,

What also became clear during the execution of this program

which is a critical enabler for the attainment of our objectives

is the urgent need for the interventions in the management

and for serving our customers and the citizens within our area

of non-revenue water and for remedial action, to ensure that

of supply. This is evidenced by the growth in the spending on

water is not continuously lost for reasons that are avoidable.

refurbishment and maintenance of our existing infrastructure

This requires a massive project both from a technical point

even as we continue to invest in new assets to cater for

of view and for the joint-responsibility for education and

growth and development. Elsewhere in this Report you will

awareness. We will be working closely with the municipality

find details on the management of and investment in our

on the necessary interventions going forward.

strategic infrastructure, notable is the fact that the spending
on augmentation and renewal of existing infrastructure

This brings me to the second notable directive which is Rand

now constitutes 59.81% and 40.19% respectively of our

Water being appointed to be an implementing agent for the

infrastructure spending.

national War on Leaks project which was announced by the
Honourable President, Mr. Jacob Zuma, in his State of the

We are able to work on this kind of balance by thorough

Nation address in February 2015. This is a critical project for the

integrated planning undertaken jointly with the municipalities

country in order to stem the water wastage and ensure that as

we service. As with many aspects of the water and sanitation

great energy, effort and investment are poured into the task

value chain, integrated planning and co-operation in

of bringing potable water to the under-served and unserved
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areas of our country, we also place appropriate value on this

After a sometimes challenging year, despite which good

precious resource and prevent its avoidable loss. This project

financial performance was delivered for the shareholder, I

will save the country significant financial losses, estimated

would like to thank all within the Rand Water family for their

at seven billion rand annually, as well as the wasteful loss of

considerable contributions during the year under review. The

this liquid gold. We all have to work hard to ensure that we

success of the organisation is directly traceable to the hard

appreciate and save water in order to ensure that more people

work, dedication and contributions of the people charged

can access clean safe drinking water.

with delivering on and breathing life into the strategies and
goals of the organisation. Exceptional performance requires

This directive will be implemented together with the Energy

the commitment of exceptional people.

and Water Services Sector Education and Training Authority
(EWSETA) who will be directly responsible for the actual

To our customers and stakeholders, we commit ourselves

training part of the project. Three thousand young learners

to remaining your sector partner of choice and we look

have already been recruited into the project to be trained to

forward to continued and fruitful working relationships,

enable them to work at various levels of the multi-pronged

which will allow us to plan together and to jointly see strong

approach to addressing water infrastructure leaks and water

performance going forward.

losses. Fifteen thousand will be trained during the three-year
duration of the project.

We have an Executive Management team whose performance
over the year has been highly commendable. The team led

GOVERNANCE

by the Chief Executive, Percy Sechemane, has great passion

This Board believes in setting the right “tone from the top” in

for Rand Water and for the business of the sector, and this

terms of good corporate governance. Governance for us is not

passion comes through in all they do and how they do it. We

just a set of rules but also entails the setting and modelling

are appreciative of their commitment. We rely on this team

of values and principles that form the building blocks for

to identify and nurture the talent that will ensure continued

the right practices and a desirable corporate culture. This

success and sustainable performance.

includes a robust approach to health and safety, rigorous
financial controls and ensuring that our employees have a

On behalf of the Board of Rand Water, I would like to convey

common set of values to inform their work and from which

our sincerest appreciation to our Shareholder, the Department

to build an ethical culture. One project that demonstrates

of Water and Sanitation, for their strategic guidance and

this leadership to strengthen an ethical culture is the work

support. We are especially grateful for the support of the

that was undertaken during the year, which involved internal

Honourable Minister Nomvula Mokonyane, for the dedication,

stakeholders in an independently run ethical culture survey.

drive and passion with which she leads the sector, and for

The Board will continue to develop the organisation’s

her robust engagements with the Board. The Minister is ably

governance protocols and the Governance section of this

supported by the Deputy Minister, Ms. Pamela Tshwete, who

Report expands more on how we do this. Also included in the

is a supporter of Rand Water, and whose contribution we

Governance section are references to key pieces of legislation

appreciate.

and our adherence to them, which should make for valuable
reading.
APPRECIATION
The Board of Rand Water comprises of directors with a
good balance of skills, experience and diversity to meet the
challenges of our business and the sector. I am grateful for the
support, dedication and commitment of every member of the

Adv. Faith Matshidiso Hashatse

Board. It is a privilege to serve with such a team

CHAIRPERSON
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MR PERCY SECHEMANE
Chief Executive

MR NANDHA GOVENDER

MS NOMSA GEORGINA JUDY MBILENI

PROF FREDERICK A. O. OTIENO

Board Profiles
ADV FAITH MATSHIDISO HASHATSE
First appointed to the Board of Rand Water on 01 April 2009, currently serving as Chairperson of the
Board of Rand Water.
Academic qualifications: Bachelor of Journalism and Media Studies, LLB, LLM.
Advocate Hashayse has over 21 years working experience during which time she has worked in
various sectors including Telecommunications Regulation, and in the areas of Fundamental Human
Rights and Gender Equity. She has over 12 years experience and involvement as a Non-executive Director in several institutions
and companies; in sectors that include water utilities, economic and small business development, Tourism and National Park
Management. Adv Hashatse was Executive Director: Corporate Services at the City of Cape Town, responsible for the management
of Human Resources Department, Employment Equity Department, Occupational Health and Safety, Employee Wellness,
Information Systems and Technology, and Customer Relations Department. She previously served as a Director of Equity and
Institutional Culture and Deputy Dean of Students at Rhodes University.

MS SOPHIE MOLOKOANE-MACHIKA
Member of the Board of Rand Water as from: 12 June 2012. Re-appointed as Deputy Chairperson
effective 01 April 2014.
Academic qualifications: currently in progress with her Degree in Public Sector Management. Has
obtained a Certificate Programme in Municipal Development (CPMD) with Wits Business School,
Certificate in Public Administration, Housing Management, Community Education, Method and
Cost Estimates at Washington Neighborhood Reinvestment Institute USA; Certificate in Strategic
Management at Whitehead Morris Seminar, Certificate in Community Management Development, Policy Formulation, Project
Management, Research and Interviewing Skill and Statistics at Khanya College, Certificate in Core Councillor Train the Trainer
Programme at UNISA, Certificate in Transport Management, Diploma in Public Sector Management.
Ms Molokoane-Machika is the former Executive Mayor of the Madibeng Local Municipality and has 17 years of experience in local
government including serving as the National Deputy Chairperson of the South African Local Government Association (“SALGA”). She
was appointed by the Department of Cooperative Governance and Traditional Affairs (“COGTA”) to train Councillors. She was a member
of Board of directors of Invest North West and is currently a member of North West Development Cooperation Board of directors.

MR PERCY SECHEMANE
Chief Executive
Member of the Board of Rand Water as from: 01 September 2008.
Academic qualifications: BCom, MBA.
Mr Dinizulu Kumalo Percival Sechemane (Percy) is a former CEO of Landis & Gyr, and a former COO
for Red One. He also held senior positions (i.e. General Manager) in Eskom - Regional Manager for
Western Region and the City of Cape Town. During his career, Mr Sechemane always operated in
the engineering space.
RAND WATER INTEGRATED ANNUAL REPORT 2014-15
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MS BUSISWA CWENGILE BAM
Member of the Board of Rand Water as from: 01 April 2014.
Academic qualifications: BA Personnel Management, BA Honours (Sociology), Management
Advancement Programme (MAP), Project Management Diploma.
Ms Busiswa Cwengile Bam is currently owning and managing Buchule HR Services, a black owned
company offering Human Capital Management Solutions. She is currently a Board Member of Ithala
Development Finance Corporation and also serves as Chairperson of the Human Resources and Remuneration Committee. She
served as Manager: Training and Development at the International Convention Centre Durban; Manager: Skills Development
and Acting Academy Manager at Ports Academy of South Africa. She has extensive experience in Human Capital Management
garnered in the private and public sectors.

MR DAWOOD COOVADIA JP
Member of the Board of Rand Water as from: 01 April 2005.
Academic qualifications: BCompt (Hons), BCompt, CA (SA), MIBA, CMC, FIMC, FIAC, FCIS, FIIASA, GIA
(SA), CAT (UK), M Inst D.
Mr Dawood Coovadia is a Chartered Accountant in private practice under the style, Coovadia
Associates. He is also an Internal Auditor, Risk Analyst, Corporate Governance and Management
Consultant. Mr Coovadia has over 25 years experience in Finance, Auditing, Taxation and Strategy. Apart from his professional practice
he serves on various Boards in the public sector in a non-executive role and he is the Chairman of several Audit and Risk Committees.

MR NANDHA GOVENDER
Member of the Board of Rand Water as from: 01 April 2014.
Academic qualifications: Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering, Eskom’s Vision Leadership
Programme, Eskom’s Leadership Journey Through Experiential Learning.
Mr Nandha Govender is professionally registered with the Engineering Council of South Africa,
a Certified Director with the Institute of Directors and member of the National Society of Black
Engineers. He is currently the General Manager: Water and Environmental Operations at Eskom. He currently serves as a NonExecutive Director on the Board of Johannesburg Water (Pty) Ltd. He served as a former member and Deputy Chairperson of the
Inkomati Catchment Management Agency. He is Eskom’s representative on the Water Sector Leadership Group and Eskom lead
on the South African Strategic Water Partners Network: Effluent and Wastewater Working Group. He was a former member of
the United Nations CEO Water Mandate Steering Committee. He served as Eskom Member on various TCTA project committees
established to fund and implement bulk water infrastructure for Eskom’s power stations.
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MS LAKELA KAUNDA
Member of the Board of Rand Water as from: 01 April 2014.
Academic qualifications: Masters Degree (MPhil) in South African Politics and Political Economy, Bachelor
of Arts Honours in Politics, Bachelor of Journalism and Media Studies, Diploma in World Politics.
Ms Lakela Kaunda is currently the Deputy Director-General and Head of the Private Office of the
President of the Republic of South Africa. She is an experienced executive with more than 20 year’s
experience in government and media. She has worked as a Journalist, Government Communicator, Political Manager and Strategist.
She served as an Editor of the Evening Post in Port Elizabeth, Chairperson of the South African National Editors Forum, Assistant
Editor of the Natal Witness in Pietermaritzburg; Spokesperson of the Deputy President of the Republic of South Africa; Head of
Communication and Special Advisor on Communication to the Minister of Social Development; Public Relations Officer to the MEC
for Economic Affairs in KwaZulu-Natal Province and the Manager in the Office of the President of the African National Congress.

MR LEFADI MAKIBINYANE
Mr Lefadi Makibinyane was appointed to the Board of Rand Water on the 01 April 2009. He was further
re-appointed as a member of the Board on the 01April 2014 for his second term.
Academic Qualifications: MBL; B.Eng (Hons); MDP(Project Management) Professional Accreditations:
C.Eng; MIChemE (UK), MIChemE (SA).
Mr Makibinyane is currently the Chief Executive Officer of the Consulting Engineers South Africa and
serves on the Boards of the Gauteng Partnership Fund (GPF); Construction Industry Development Board( CIDB); Green Building
Council of South Africa (GBCSA) and Built Environment Professionals Export Council (BEPEC).
He has over 24 years working experience spanning various economic sectors including Mining, Petrochemicals, Packaging, Food &
Beverages, Development Finance, Export Credit Agency, Investment Banking, Utilities and Consulting Engineering.

MS NOMSA GEORGINA JUDY MBILENI
Member of the Board of Rand Water as from: 01 April 2014.
Academic qualifications: Baccalaureus Procurationis (B.Proc), Higher Diploma in Corporate Law.
Ms Nomsa Georgina Judy Mbileni is an Admitted Attorney, currently practising under the legal
firm N Mbileni, J Tohlang-Nkopane as a Director. She is a Commissioner of the CCMA and serves on
the following Public Service Bargaining Councils as a Conciliator and Arbitrator: Education Labour
Relations Council (ELRC), General Public Service Sector Bargaining Council (GPSSBC) and Public Health. She was a Non-Executive
Director of Yokogawa SA (Pty) Ltd from 2000 until 2013. She currently serves on the Board of Funda Community College as a NonExecutive Director. She is an accredited Facilitator and a member of the Law Society of South Africa and an Acting Judge of the
Labour Court of South Africa. She has over 17 (seventeen) years of labour law experience.
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MR ISAAC MMUSHI
Member of the Board of Rand Water as from: 01 April 2014.
Academic qualifications: Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering, Masters of Science in Engineering
Management (Incomplete), Certificate in Ministry Leadership, PRINCE2 and Managing Successful
Programmes.
Mr Isaac Mmushi has years of experience in maintenance and operations, project design,
construction, project and programme management of electrical network infrastructure. He has management and leadership
experience in engineering environment and within the non-profit organisation spanning over many years. He continues to be
involved in some of the NPO on a governance level. Currently he is the General Manager of Windfall Properties (Pty) Ltd, an
independent power producer and he reporting to the Board of directors.

MS MATHABO MARIAN NAKENE
Member of the Board of Rand Water as from: 01 April 2014.
Academic qualifications: Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Science Honours, Masters of Science in
Project Management, Programme in Project Management, Certificate in Interior Décor, Board
Leadership Core Programme.
Ms

Mathabo Marian Nakene is a certified project manager currently providing IT project

management services to the Department of Home Affairs. She also owns a project management consulting company and manages
an interior décor and design business. She is a member of the Project Management South Africa and the Institute Directors of
South Africa. She has served as a Non-Executive Director at the Cross-Border Road Transport Agency. Ms Nakene has a solid
record in project, programme and portfolio management that covers public and private sector, research and academia. She has
extensive experience in project management, corporate governance, IT governance, performance management, risk management,
procurement management and contract management, largely in the IT industry and specifically in the public sector.
PROF FREDERICK A. O. OTIENO
Member of the Board of Rand Water as from: 01 April 2005.
Re-appointment date : 01 April 2014.
Academic qualifications: PhD (Civil), MBA, MSc, BSc (Civil) (Eng) (Hon), PrEng, FSAICE.
Professor FAO Otieno is a professional engineer in South Africa and the United Kingdom. A Fellow
of the South Africa Institute of Civil Engineers and the Water Institute of Southern Africa, he is
currently a Professor of Civil Engineering and the Deputy Vice Chancellor: Technology, Innovation and Partnerships, at the Durban
University of Technology. He has worked as a Consulting Engineer, researcher and entrepreneur in Civil and Water Engineering and
Environmental Management. Professor Otieno has served as president of WISA, and is a non-executive director, and a member of
numerous organisations.
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Chief Executive’s Review

Mr Percy Sechemane
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The building of partnerships and collaborations with all
relevant Stakeholders, especially in the technical fields, is
a feature that defines the spirit and intent of the Rand
Water Academy.

Dear Rand Water Stakeholder,
Rand Water, responsible for more than a century for providing a continuous supply of world-class bulk potable water
to Gauteng, had a good 2014/15 financial year. We advanced our capital expenditure programme to meet forecast
demand in and around the province, and made progress on work further afield in line with the directives received
from our Shareholder.
During the financial year ended 30 June 2015, Rand Water supplied an average of 4 757 mega litres per day (Ml/d) of
potable water, increase of 7.8% attributable to higher demand requirements experienced. This compares with our
installed capacity of over 5 300 Ml/d. Peak day demand was 4 962 Ml/d, an increase on 4 923 Ml/d the previous year.
Our capital investment programme is designed to address the strong growth in demand for water that we expect in
Gauteng. We aim to add another 600 Ml/d of capacity by 2017/18. By 2030, Rand Water’s infrastructure is projected
to increase to some 6 600 Ml/d, facilitated by strong cash flows and financing through the group’s domestic mediumterm note programme.
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On page 206, we provide details of Rand Water’s performance

In September 2014, a series of separate power failures at

against objectives in the year. In our self-appraisal scorecard

several stations resulted in a ‘perfect storm’ which disrupted

on page 131, we measure our performance in terms of

water supply to some customers in Gauteng for nearly two

reliability of supply; product quality; customer satisfaction;

weeks. Although the majority were unaffected by this, we

health and safety; quality management systems; occupational

view any supply disruption very seriously. The cause of the

safety, health and environment; and Blue Drop certification.

power failures included cable theft at an Eskom power station

Our risk table on page 68 provides details of the risks the

as well as faulty cables supplying one of our systems and a

business faces and what we are doing to mitigate them.

defective City Power transformer at another pumping station.

An essential element of Rand Water’s strategy is maintaining

Among the steps in place to prevent such a situation re-

financial health and sustainability. I am pleased to report that

occurring are the securing of dedicated energy supply lines to

the Group delivered on this objective in the year, posting

our facilities; work to increase our supply capacity; investment

a 22% rise in net income to R1.4 billion as total revenue on

in hydropower facilities as well as investment in a mobile

continuing operations increased 13% to R9.8 billion. In her

generator.

report on page 49, the Chief Financial Officer gives details of
the Group’s financial performance.

Rand Water’s R18.3 billion, five-year capital investment
programme includes an amount of about R10.4 billion for

LEVERAGING OUR EXPERIENCE

additional water supply and R7.9 billion for the renewal

In recent years, we have been charged with leveraging our

and replacement of existing infrastructure. Work on the

skills and experience to assist with water supply and waste

programme to increase supply capacity is well under way and

water treatment projects across South Africa, including in

is estimated to be completed in 2017, eliminating bottlenecks

Mpumalanga and parts of the Limpopo, North West and

and increasing the flexibility of the network, thereby

Free State provinces. These are in line with the government’s

significantly reducing the impact of and recovery from supply

National Development Plan and the 2015 State of the Nation

interruptions should a power failure occur.

Address (SoNA).
INNOVATING AND SECURING SKILLS
During the year, we focused on the first phase of this work

We continue to search for ways to improve our processes,

in Mpumalanga, where we are looking to replicate broadly

service and technology. In the year, our newly established

the services that we offer in Gauteng. Although there are a

Innovation Hub started looking at ways to do more with less.

number of economic nodes as well as water resources in this

Among these are the re-use of industrial or mining water; ways

province, it lacks the water infrastructure that is necessary for

to derive efficiencies in our plants and in the inputs on which

enhanced economic development. Many of the communities

we rely; investigating alternative treatment technologies as

in this region are indigent, which means that funding needs to

well as novel business models; enhancing the management

be secured from the fiscus.

of our infrastructure; and finally, continual improvements in
water quality.

While the new mandates occupied much management
attention in the year, Rand Water’s primary focus remained on

The Rand Water Academy, a not-for-profit organisation,

providing a reliable supply of water to our customers around

continues to create capacity and capability to deliver specific

Gauteng.

water-related training to alleviate the skills gaps that exist in
the sector. In 2014/15, we continued our support to other
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educational institutions, by funding seven university chairs

LOOKING AHEAD AND APPRECIATION

for the next four years.

I would like to note my appreciation to the Board members of
Rand Water for their wise counsel in the year. Our Shareholder,

We also carried out preparations for the launch, soon after our

represented by the Honourable Minister Nomvula Mokonyane

financial year end, of the government’s five-year War on Leaks

and the Director General of the Department of Water and

project announced by the President in his SoNA in February

Sanitation, deserve thanks for their active and constructive

2015.

strategic oversight and support.

Rand Water was appointed as the implementing agent for

Rand Water also appreciates the significant role played by

this project, in which 15 000 young people will either be

Parliament’s Portfolio Committee on Water and Sanitation.

trained and employed to advocate responsible water use in

The Committee’s engagements with the water sector have

their communities or become plumbers. This is in an effort

been informative and thought provoking.

to conserve water, following research that shows that South
Africa loses more than a third of all its potable water, worth

My appreciation is also due to all our partners and

some R7 billion a year, to leaks.

stakeholders – including National Treasury, our employees,
customers, funders, suppliers and the communities in which

SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE WATER

we operate. To mitigate risks associated with the extension

SECTOR

of our mandate, in the year ahead, stakeholder engagement –

A number of significant legislative and regulatory changes

particularly at a community level – will receive more attention

are underway in the water sector. The Department of Water

to ensure that we maintain our licence to operate.

and Sanitation has established the Directorate for Economic
and Social Regulation. This will align pricing across the whole

We will concentrate on our work to expand the capacity of our

value chain and ensure that the tariffs that are implemented

existing infrastructure as well as extend our services to new

by all role players in the water sector are independently tested

areas. This will be done in an effort to ensure that we continue

and verified. All entities in the water sector are preparing for

to deliver on our strategy, including achieving growth and

migration towards this ultimate goal. The alignment of the

operational integrity with the use of best-fit technology, as

National Water Act and the Water Services Act is also expected

well as securing a high-performance culture.

to be a key theme in the implementation of the National Water
Resource Strategy

(NWRS

). Rand Water has actively

participated in these developments, which are expected to
have a profound impact on the water sector, including in
Rand Water’s extended area of operations where we expect
regional water utilities to be created.
An important element envisaged in the NWRS II is sanitation.
This ensures that the whole value chain is covered by the

Percy Sechemane BCom, MBA

relevant department. Rand Water, as mentioned above, has

CHIEF EXECUTIVE

already been playing a leading role in the sanitation sector.

Glenvista
28 September 2015
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Executive Profile

MR PERCY SECHEMANE
Chief Executive

MS MATSHIDISO NYEMBE
Chief Financial Officer

MR SIPHO MOSAI
Chief Operating Officer

Portfolio Integrating Committee
member as from: 1 September 2008
Academic qualifications: BCom, MBA

Portfolio Integrating Committee
member as from: 18 May 2009
Academic qualifications: BCompt,
BCom (Hon), CTA, CA (SA)

Portfolio Integrating Committee
member as from: 1 April 2009
Academic qualifications: MSc, MBA
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MS FIKILE SITHOLE
Group Governance
Executive

DR FAWCETT NGOATJE
Group Shared Services
Executive

MS WAYIDA MOHAMED
Strategic Human Resources
Executive

MR VUSI KUBHEKA
Group Strategy Executive

Portfolio Integrating
Committee
member as from:
1 September 2008

Portfolio Integrating Committee
member as from: 1 July 2008

Portfolio Integrating Committee
member as from: 20 April 2009

Portfolio Integrating Committee
member as from: 1 July 2012

Responsibilities:
Risk Advisory Services
Corporate Communications
IT and Knowledge Management
Logistic Services
Marketing and Stakeholder
Relations
Supply Chain Management
Strategic Programmes

Responsibilities:
Compensation and Information
Employee Relations
Organisational Development and
Design
Talent Management
Rand Water Academy

Responsibilities:
Corporate Planning
Corporate Research and
Development
Financial and Economic
Planning

Responsibilities:
Forensic Audit
Internal Audit
Legal Services
Compliance and
Regulatory Services
Strategic Projects
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Corporate Governance

Pertunia Mohlabi was appointed as the
Group Company Secretary since 07
September 2009. Ms Mohlabi has a B
Proc, LLB, LLM (Corporate Law), ICSA
Programme in Corporate Governance
& Strategic Management and a Post
Graduate Certificate in Banking Law and
Financial Markets. She is an Admitted
Attorney of the High Court of South
Africa and a certified Ethics Officer, Reg.
EO 202, through Ethics SA.
Responsibilities: Governance, Secretariat
Services, Ethics Management, Policy and
Records Management
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The Government of the Republic of South Africa, through
the Department of Water and Sanitation (“the Executive

POLICY GOVERNANCE
Strategic Direction and Control

Authority”), duly represented by the Minister is the sole

Shareholder Compact

Shareholder of Rand Water. The Water Services Act No 108 of

Delegation of Authority Framework

1997 is the enabling legislation of Rand Water. It defines the

Corporate & Business Plan

parameters within which Rand Water and all its structures
must operate. Rand Water, as a water board, is confined to

FINANCIAL GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT

a mandate of providing water supply services and sanitation

Sound public finance management contributes to the

services within its service area.

business growth and sustainable development through
elements of transparency, accountability, participation,

GOVERNANCE, LEGISLATIVE AND

review, predictability and responsiveness. Rand Water is

REGULATORY FRAMEWORK

a national government business enterprise listed under

The overall governance of Rand Water is determined by various

schedule 3b of the Public Finance Management Act No 1 of

applicable legislation standards, which amongst others are:

1999 as amended (PFMA). The strategic objectives of Rand
Water are pursued in accordance with the principles of sound

ENABLING LEGISLATION
Water Services Act No 108 of 1997
Rand Water Mandate
FINANCIAL GOVERNANCE AND MANAGEMENT

financial management and in support of the objects of the
Public Finance Management Act No 1 of 1999 as amended
(PFMA).
SHAREHOLDER’S COMPACT

Public Finance Management Act No 1 of 1999 (as

Regulation 29 of the National Treasury Regulations issued in

amended)

terms of the PFMA provides that the Accounting Authority for

Public Entity

listed in Schedule 3b and National

Treasury Regulations

a Public Entity listed in Schedule 3b, must, in consultation with
its Executive Authority conclude a Shareholder’s Compact on
an annual basis.

CORPORATE GOVERNANCE
King Report on Corporate Governance & Public Sector

The Shareholder’s Compact outlines the key performance

Corporate Governance Protocol

measures and indicators to be attained by the public entity

Rand Water Governance Framework

as agreed between the Accounting Authority and the

Accountability, Responsibility, and Integrity Management

Executive Authority. To monitor the performance of Rand

Rand Water Code of Ethics Policy

Water, quarterly performance reports are submitted to the

Sustainability Policy - Corporate Citizenship

Shareholder confirming whether Rand Water has achieved

Compliance Framework

its objectives. In addition, the Shareholder meets with Rand
Water annually to discuss the shareholder’s compact and the

INFORMATION GOVERNANCE
Information Security and Management

expectations in relation thereto. The shareholder’s compact
is concluded annually between the Minister and the Board

IT Governance Framework

of Rand Water to ensure that the performance standards are

Promotion of Access to Information Act

aligned to the objectives of Rand Water as well as the mandate

Records Management & Archival Policies

of the Department of Water and Sanitation.
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CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

SUSTAINABILITY

EFFECTIVE
COMPLIANCE

ETHICAL
LEADERSHIP

FAIRNESS

RESPONSIBILITY

TRANSPARENCY

ACCOUNTABILITY

Seven pillars of Corporate Governance

The Board as the Accounting Authority remains accountable

instil a culture of compliance and good governance throughout

to Shareholder and other stakeholders for the performance of

the Rand Water Group. This is reinforced by constant and visible

the business. The Board has decision making authority on all

leadership that direct the organisation by promoting its values.

matters of strategic nature, business acquisitions, capital projects
expenditure, financial markets stock issuance and funding, policy,

Over the last three years, Rand Water utilised a Governance

governance and regulatory matters. The Board further ensures

Assessment Instrument tool from TGPIP,

that the mandate of Rand Water is fulfilled in accordance with the

administered under IODSA, to assess our application of the

requirements and strategic objectives of the Shareholder.

King III principles. Rand Water constantly and continuously

previously

monitors its governance register to ensure that all structures
The Chief Executive is the Accounting Officer and is accountable

operate within the proper governance parameters. The level

to the Board and stakeholders. The Chief Executive is responsible

of compliance across the Rand Water Group is monitored

for the operational activities and performance of the entity.

regularly.

The Chief Executive is supported by Executive Management,
the Portfolio Integrating Committee, to effectively execute the

Rand Water attained AAA rating which is the highest

mandate and implement the strategy.

application. Management contributes to the governance
assessment process by providing information which is then

KING REPORT OF CORPORATE GOVERNANCE

verified by Internal Audit thereby providing assurance to the

(KING III)

accuracy thereof. The governance assessment was extended

The Board of Rand Water recognises its responsibility as

to the subsidiaries and other entities in Rand Water and the

an Accounting Authority and it is committed to upholding

summary of the results obtained are as follows:

sound corporate governance. Rand Water has formalised its

Rand Water Foundation, a subsidiary of Rand Water - “AAA”

corporate governance framework which clearly articulates

rating which is the Highest Application standard of King III.

basic principles and operational processes for all governance

Rand Water Provident Fund - “AA” rating which is a High

structures within the business. It serves as an overarching

Application standard of King III.

framework which serves as an interface between governance

Rand Water Medical Scheme - “AA” rating which is a High

structures, individual policies, procedures, board charter and

Application standard of King III.

the terms of reference for Rand Water.
The principle of “apply or explain” as recommended in King III is
Rand Water is committed to the highest levels of corporate

applied in instances where certain aspects of the report are not

governance, financial prudence, integrity and ethics. The Board

adopted by Rand Water.

and Executive Management set the tone at the top and strive to
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Spirit of
Partnership

Excellence

Caring

Equity

Integrity

King III Application/Explanation Register
No.

Chapter

Relevant King

Practice

III Principle

Applied /

Explanation / Compensating

Partially Applied

Practices

/ Not Applied
1

Chapter 2 Principle 2.16

There is succession planning
in place for the chairman.

Partially Applied

The appointment process is managed
by the Minister of Water and
Sanitation and Rand Water is not privy
to the succession planning for the
Chairperson of the Board

2

Chapter 2 Principle 2.17

The Chief Executive should
not be a member of the
remuneration committee,
Audit Committee or
Nomination committee but
should attend by invitation
only

Partially Applied

The Chief Executive is not a member
of the Remuneration and Audit
Committees. However, in terms of
schedule 1 of the Water Services Act,
the Chief Executive is part of the panel
to appoint Board members

3

Chapter 2 Principle 2.18

The nominations committee
makes recommendations
for appointment as director
based on all of the following:
knowledge and
experience gap on the
board;
integrity of the
candidate; and
skills and capacity of the
candidate.

Partially Applied

The appointment process of the Board
of Rand Water is managed by the
Minister of Water and Sanitation
However, at subsidiary level, the
Nominations Committee makes
recommendations to the Board
of Rand Water as a shareholder
considering the stipulated criteria for
appointment of Members within the
Subsidiary Boards.

4

Chapter 2 Principle 2.18

Independent non-executive Partially Applied
directors serving for longer
than nine years are subjected
to a rigorous review of
their independence and
performance by the board.

Schedule 1 of the Water Services Act
states that a member of a water board
is appointed for a period of office
determined by the Minister, which may
not exceed four (04) years. A member
of a water board may be reappointed
and reappointment is limited to three
(03) consecutive terms of office. In this
instance, the principles of King III do
not override the Water Services Act as
the enabling legislation.

5

Chapter 2 Principle 2.22

evaluations are
constructively used to
identify training and
development needs for
directors.

The results of performance evaluations
are communicated to the Minister of
Water and Sanitation as part of the
policy requirements.

Partially Applied

Rand Water also utilise the results
of the performance evaluation to
improve on the development and
training of board members based on
the findings.
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VALUES AND ETHICS

During the year under review the Code of Ethics has been

Rand Water, with its long history of providing bulk potable water,

reviewed. The business is also in the process of assessing its

conducts its business with integrity without compromising

ethics opportunity and risk profile through the assistance

any ethical standards. Rand Water leadership encourage its

of Ethics SA. This process will ensure that the ethics risks

employees and stakeholders to adhere to the highest standards

are appropriately identified monitored and reported at all

of behaviour in all the business dealings, respect the dignity

levels. RW has already commenced with implementing other

of all people, engage in free and fair competition and act as

significant ethics management interventions, such as the

responsible citizens.

ethics strategy to ensure the application and conformance
with the ethical standards as recommended by King III. The

The Board of Rand Water is responsible for providing effective

Group Company Secretary is a certified Ethics Officer and thus

leadership based on an ethical foundation that cultivate

provides the necessary support in implementing the ethics

and promote an ethical corporate culture. Our five values of

programmes of the organisation. The leadership is committed

equity, caring, integrity, spirit of partnership and excellence are

to continuous monitoring and evaluation of the organisational

embedded in all business operations.

culture. The Board receives regular updates on ethics matters
during the year.

Rand Water also recognises cultural diversity and values
orientation aligned to the objectives of the business applicable

STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE

to all employees within the organisation. The values orientation

The Board of Rand Water is satisfied that the organisation has

takes into consideration different moral principles, moral

complied with the applicable laws, standards, codes, rules and

judgements and moral philosophies from all cultures and

regulations in all its business dealings and/or transactions.

with that, Rand Water set its objectives to define the universal
business ethics applicable to all employees.

The Board of Rand Water hereby confirms that the entity has
applied the principles as set out in King Report of Corporate

A Code of Ethics (“Code”) has been developed to serve as a

Governance (King III), and where applicable explanations were

fundamental guide for ethical conduct in Rand Water and

provided.

its interactions with stakeholders. The Code determines the
universal ethical principles, instils discipline, promotes ethical

Rand Water has adopted a decentralized Compliance model.

behaviour and assists employees on how to make an ethical

The Compliance Framework supports and enables all the

decision when faced with ethical dilemmas.

portfolios to take responsibility in ensuring conformance,
adherence and monitoring in all areas of the business.

The Board of Rand Water oversees implementation of ethics
management programmes within the organisation. The ethics

As part of its continued commitment to maintenance of

programme aims to assess risks and opportunities relating to

international standards and best practice in conducting

ethical business conduct, foster ethical standards and raise

its business, Rand Water Group has embedded effective

awareness regarding ethics through training, reporting and

compliance methodologies, principles and requirements in all

advice.

areas of the business. In order to engender confidence in the
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quality of work and its operations, Rand Water subjects itself to

business requirements and updates in the legislative and

independent assessment of its systems, processes, policies and

regulatory environment.

controls by different assurance providers.
COMPOSITION OF THE BOARD
INFORMATION MANAGEMENT AND

The Board of Rand Water is appointed by the Minister of Water

CONFIDENTIALITY

and Sanitation through a formal process as fully outlined in the

Rand Water recognises that the preservation of information,

Water Services Act, in view thereof, the Board is accountable to

integrity, and security of physical and electronic records,

the Minister. In addition, the Chairperson of the Board and the

information and systems are critical to the business. The

Deputy Chairperson are also appointed by the Minister

organisation is aware of knowledge management principles
and practices; and concedes that institutional memory is one of

The Board of Rand Water is a unitary body. As at the year ended

the importance aspects of information management.

30 June 2015 the Board comprised eleven (11) Independent
Non-Executive Members and one (1) Executive Member being

Rand Water recognises its responsibility to the public by

the Chief Executive.

implementing and maintaining sound records management
practices. To this end, Rand Water has a well-organised

The Chairperson of the Board is an independent Non-Executive

and systematic approach to records management which is

Member and is supported by a Deputy Chairperson who is also

governed by the Records Management and Archival Policy

independent. There is a clear delineation of responsibilities

of Rand Water, Promotion of Access to Information Act, 2000,

between the Chairperson and the Chief Executive.

the National Archives and Records Service of South Africa Act,
1996 which provides the legal framework for all public entities.

The Board of Rand Water constitutes individuals who have the

In the year under review, Rand Water has complied with the

requisite knowledge and experience, skills, and expertise to

requirements of the Promotion of Access to Information Act,

carry out their responsibilities to achieve the objective of Rand

2000, ISO standards, other applicable legislation and guidelines.

Water. The composition of the Board is based on principles of
transformation and gender representivity of the South African

POLICY GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK

population.

Policies, frameworks, processes, standards, procedures and
other governing documents constitute the Policy Governance

CHANGES IN BOARD COMPOSITION IN 2014/15

Framework of Rand Water. A Policy Governance Framework has

There were no changes in the composition of the Board for the

been developed to ensure that there is a consistent and standard

period under review.

approach on policy development, policy management and
approval of policies. The QM Department supports the process

BOARD CHARTER

by ensuring that policy standards are applied and the correct

The Board Charter sets the parameters within which the Board

processes are followed.

operates by defining its powers, roles and responsibilities. It
further assists the Board in ensuring that the principles of good

Rand Water policies are reviewed and updated on an annual

corporate governance are applied in all dealings of the Board.

basis or as and when necessary to ensure alignment to new
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The Board Charter is reviewed annually to ensure relevance and

including the boards of the subsidiaries, individual members

adaptation of new requirements and any other applicable laws.

and the Chairpersons to assist with the following:
to conduct skills gap analysis;

BOARD INDUCTION, TRAINING AND

to identify areas of weakness and strengths of the Board

DEVELOPMENT

and individual directors;

Rand Water is committed to the continued development of

utilise the results for re-appointment / re-election of

Board Members. The induction and on-going training and

directors to ensure continuity or succession planning at

development of board members are conducted through a

subsidiary board level;

formal process. A comprehensive and customised formal

to monitor value add through participation and

training and development programme is agreed with all the

contribution by the board members ;

board members and it is monitored regularly through the office

to improve and enhance the training and development

of the Chairperson.

programmes.

Newly appointed board members receive training and they are

For the year under review, Rand Water utilised the services of an

oriented on the business operations, business requirements,

independent service provider to assist with the Board evaluation

strategic objectives and business environment in order for them

process for the Board, its individual members, the Chairperson and

to be acquainted with the culture and all dealings of the Rand

as well as the subsidiary Board. The results of this process will be

Water.

reported to the Shareholder.

All board members undergo training and development sessions

DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY

to ensure that they acquire and maintain the understanding

The Board has the authority to lead and control the business of

of their role as board members which amongst others are

Rand Water, including the authority to delegate its powers. The

strategic direction, risk management, ethics, investment risks

Board defines the levels of materiality in relation to the business

and strategies, sustainability and stakeholder engagement,

of Rand Water and it has reserved specific powers for its decision

value creation, industry trends, regulatory and compliance

making and delegated certain powers to its sub-committees

requirements and overall governance aspects.

and the Chief Executive. It is the Board’s aim to ensure that
Rand Water remains a sustainable and viable business; and the

BOARD EVALUATION

functions are executed within a well-developed governance

In terms of principle 2.22 of King III, annual evaluation should

structure.

be undertaken by the Board including the assessment of
individual members and the sub-committees of the Board.
Rand Water conducts the evaluation of the Rand Water Board
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A comprehensive Delegation of Authority Framework (“the

Spirit of
Partnership

Excellence

Caring

Equity

Integrity

DoA”) is in place in accordance with Section 5 of the PFMA. The

responsible for overseeing key operational and commercial

DoA defines the limits of authority designated to the Board

decisions in relation to, amongst others:

subcommittees and the Chief Executive and further outlines

Management of the business affairs of the Rand Water

how those authorised limits are cascaded to specified positions

Group;

of responsibility within the business through a protocol process

proposing and implementing strategies and policies for

as stipulated therein. The DoA does not in any way divest the

Rand Water;

Board of its responsibilities, authority and duties.

prioritisation of the allocation of capital, technical and
human resources;

The Delegation of Authority Framework was reviewed and

authorisation of capital and operational expenditure within

approved in the period under review.

the ambit of the Committee’s delegation of authority;
establishing best management practices and standards;.

CHIEF EXECUTIVE AND EXECUTIVE

developing and maintaining a strong, effective internal

MANAGEMENT

control and risk management environment;

The Chief Executive is appointed in terms of Section 36 of

monitoring the progress and reporting in terms of

the Water Services Act and is also the Accounting Officer in

Performance Management;

terms of the PFMA. The Chief Executive is accountable to the

reviewing and recommending all reports for submission to

Board for the performance of all financial, human resources,

the Board and it’s sub-committees; and

administrative functions and operations of Rand Water and any

monitoring the preparation of the annual budgets, annual

other duties that may be delegated to him by the Board.

reviews of Policy Statements as well as the five year Business
Plan.

The Chief Executive is the only Executive Member of the Board
however, the other executives have a standing invitation to

BOARD REMUNERATION

attend all Board meetings to contribute their insight regarding

The Remuneration of Board members is determined by the

the day-to-day operations, thereby enabling the Board to

Department of Water and Sanitation, duly represented by the

identify goals, provide direction and make informed decisions.

Minister. The process is governed by a Policy regarding board
practices and remuneration of board members issued by the

The Chief Executive is the principal executive decision making

Department.

authority within the internal governance structures of Rand
Water, supported by the Portfolio Integrating Committee (“PIC”),
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RAND WATER GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE

BOARD OF
RAND WATER

Group Audit
Committee

Group Risk
Committee

Capital
Investment
Committee

Treasury
Committee

Human Resources
& Remuneration
Committee

Nominations
Committee

PORTFOLIO
INTEGRATING
COMMITTEE

Policy Review
Commitee

Asset
Management
Committee

Information
Technology &
Communication
Steering
Committee

Corporate Risk
Committee

* Supply Chain Management Committees comprise:

Property Steering
Committee

Encroachment
Committee

Supply Chain
Managemnt
Commitees*

Professional Services

Bid Specification Committee (BSC)

Infrastructure

Bid Evaluation Committees (BEC)

Bulk Chemicals
Bid Adjudication Committees (BAC)
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Summary of roles, responsibilities, membership and attendance of the Board and its committees

Main Board

Group
Audit
Committee

Summary of Roles and Responsibilities

Membership

The Board’s primary responsibilities are as follows:
To fulfil its role as the focal point of corporate governance and as
such must exercise leadership and judgment in directing Rand
Water so as to achieve sustainable prosperity for its stakeholders;
To retain full and effective control over Rand Water in a
manner based on integrity, transparency, accountability and
responsibility;
To provide strategic direction to Rand Water and in the process
regularly consider the present and future strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities and risks to Rand Water having regard to the
dynamics of the changing external environment;
Ensuring that Succession Plans;
Setting the risk tolerance level in accordance with the adopted
strategy, overseeing the identification and evaluation of key risks
as well as the risk management process;
Taking the necessary steps to ensure that there is a robust
system of internal controls in the effectiveness of which regular
assurance is received through risk centric internal audits;
Instituting a robust policy and procedure for the management of
conflicts of interest;
Defining the levels of materiality, reserving specific powers to
it and delegating other matters, with the necessary written
authority to management; and
Safeguarding compliance with all relevant laws and regulations,
audit and accounting principles, and Rand Water’s code of ethics.

Adv F Hashatse
Chairperson

8/8

Ms S Molokoane-Machika

7/8

Group Audit Committee consists of six (6) independent nonexecutive members. One (1) of which is a Board member of the Rand
Water Foundation. Executives as well as other assurance providers
attend the Committee meetings without any voting rights. A
representative from the Office of the Auditor General of South Africa
is a standing invitee to all Committee meetings.
The Committee was established by the Board of Rand Water to assist
it with meeting its responsibilities in compliance with Section 51 of
PFMA and the National Treasury Regulations. The Committee has
an independent role with accountability to both the Board and the
Shareholder.
The Committee serves as an independent oversight and advisory
body responsible, inter alia, for the financial reporting and financial
information, risk management processes, internal financial control
and compliance thereto, internal and external audit, performance
monitoring and evaluation, ethics, sustainability and legislative and
regulatory compliance.

Attendance

Deputy Chairperson
Ms BC Bam

8/8

Mr D Coovadia

6/8

Mr N Govender

7/8

Ms L Kaunda

5/8

Prof FAO Otieno

5/8

Mr L Makibinyane

7/8

Ms NGJ Mbileni

7/8

Mr I Mmushi

8/8

Ms MM Nakene

8/8

Mr DKP Sechemane
Chief Executive

6/8

Mr L Makibinyane

9/9

Chairperson
Mr D Coovadia

7/9

Mr N Govender

9/9

Ms NGJ Mbileni

6/9

Ms MM Nakene

8/9

Ms M Kabi

3/9

RWF Board Member
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Summary of roles, responsibilities, membership and attendance of the Board and its committees (continued)

Treasury
Committee

Capital
Investment
Committee

Human
Resources and
Remuneration
Committee

30

Summary of Roles and Responsibilities

Membership

Attendance

The Committee consists of six (6) independent non-executive
members. Executives attend the Committee meetings without any
voting rights.

Mr D Coovadia
Chairperson

4/4

Mr N Govender

4/4

Mr L Makibinyane

2/4

Ms NGJ Mbileni

3/4

Mr I Mmushi

4/4

The Committee was established by the Board of Rand Water to
oversee the operations of the Treasury function including:
guiding Treasury Policies;
assisting with the overall treasury strategy; and
monitoring the risks associated with the treasury function with
the powers and duties set out in its Terms of Reference.

Ms MM Nakene

4/4

The Committee consists of seven (7) independent non-executive
members. The Executives attend the Committee meetings without
any voting rights.

Mr N Govender

6/6

Chairperson
Mr I Mmushi

5/6

Ms MM Nakene

6/6

The Committee was established by the Board of Rand Water to
optimally control the major capital investment that falls within the
scope of the “Primary Activities” and “Other Activities” as defined in
the Act in order to achieve a high level of confidence of investors
in Rand Water’s credit worthiness. The Committee approves Capital
Investment projects.

Ms L Kaunda

3/6

Prof FAO Otieno

4/6

Mr L Makibinyane

6/6

Ms S Molokoane-Machika

6/6

The Committee consists of five (5) independent non-executive
members. The Executives attend the Committee meetings without
any voting rights.

Ms S Molokoane-Machika

8/8

The Committee was established by the Board of Rand Water to
assist the Board with the following:
Overseeing development of remuneration policies for nonexecutive members that create value for Rand Water over the
long term and to oversee the application thereof;
Directing the administration of the bursary scheme;
Overseeing the establishment and implementation of human
resources policies that promote an equitable, progressive and
legally compliant working environment; and
Provides the Board and the Shareholders with an authoritative
and credible view of the performance of Rand Water.

Ms BC Bam

8/8

Ms L Kaunda

5/8

Prof FAO Otieno

4/8
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Chairperson

7/8

Spirit of
Partnership

Excellence

Caring

Integrity

Equity

Summary of roles, responsibilities, membership and attendance of the Board and its committees (continued)

Group Risk
Committee

Nominations
Committee

Summary of Roles and Responsibilities

Membership

The Committee consists of six independent (6) non-executive
members and two (2) executive members, being the Chief
Executive and the Group Shared Services Executive. One (1)
independent non-executive member is a Board member of the
Rand Water Foundation Board. Other Executives attend the
Committee meetings without any voting rights.

Prof FAO Otieno
Chairperson

3/4

Ms S Molokoane-Machika

4/4

Ms L Kaunda

1/4

Mr L Makibinyane

2/4

Ms MM Nakene

3/4

The Committee was established by the Board of Rand Water to
assist and support it in accordance with the risk management
frameworks and enterprise-wide risk management plan. These
include the following:
Approval of an enterprise-wide risk management plan that
meets the requirements of Rand Water’s stated philosophy;
Implementation by management of the approved risk
management process;
Oversight of implementation and effectiveness of risk
management, including obtaining assurance thereon; and
Regular review and improvement of the risk management
strategy.

Mr DKP Sechemane
Chief Executive

1/4

Ms Z Lekubu

3/4

The Committee consists of three (3) independent non-executive
members and one (1) executive member being the Chief
Executive.

Adv F Hashatse

The Committee was established by the Board of Rand Water to
assist the Board in ensuring that:
The Board has the appropriate composition for it to execute its
duties effectively;
Board members are appointed to Sub-Committees through a
formal process; and
Induction and on-going training and development of Board
members take place.

Attendance

RWF Board Member
Dr F Ngoatje

4/4

Group Shared Services
Executive

3/3

Chairperson
Ms S Molokoane-Machika

3/3

Mr I Mmushi

2/3

Chief Executive

Subsidiaries and Entities

RAND WATER
FOUNDATION

RAND WATER
FOUNDATION
BOARD

RAND WATER
FOUNDATION
PROJECTS
COMMITTEE
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SUBSIDIARY GOVERNANCE

parties as well articulating the reporting requirements.

Rand Water has two subsidiaries namely Rand Water Services
(Pty) Ltd (“RWS”) and Rand Water Foundation (“RWF”).

In addition, the subsidiary boards remain accountable to the

Rand Water Services (Pty) Ltd was divisionalised in 2010

Board of Rand Water as the Shareholder through a protocol

and it is dormant. Rand Water is the sole shareholder of the

process and a formal Shareholder’s Compact which is

aforementioned subsidiaries.

approved by the Rand Water Board on an annual basis. Rand
Water’s subsidiaries are required to operate within the policy

RWF was established in 2001 as a Non-Profit Company (NPC) to

and governance framework of the main Rand Water business.

carry out the Corporate Social Investment (CSI) programmes
of Rand Water. RWF is mandated to promote and support the

RAND WATER FOUNDATION BOARD

delivery of water services to communities within and outside

The Board of Rand Water Foundation consists of five (5)

of Rand Water’s areas of supply and to coordinate, administer

independent non-executive members. The Chief Executive of

and manage Rand Water’s CSI resources by undertaking

Rand Water is the non-executive member, represented by one

community development projects in partnership with various

of the Rand Water Portfolio Executives. The General Manager:

donors and relevant stakeholders.

Rand Water Foundation is an ex-officio member of the Board.

SUBSIDIARY GOVERNANCE FRAMEWORK

To ensure independent oversight, Rand Water Board Members

Principle 2.24 of King III stipulates that a Governance Framework

resolved that no members of the Board may be appointed as

should be agreed between the Group and its subsidiary

board members at any of the subsidiary Boards. However, the

boards. To implement this principle, a Subsidiary Governance

subsidiaries are required to report to the Board of Rand Water

Framework was adopted by the Board of Rand Water and Rand

on a regular basis.

Water Foundation as a governing document between the

Members
Mr M Tsheke

Board

Projects Committee

×

×

©
Ms M Dooms

×

x
©

Ms M Kabi

×

Mr N Lekubu

×

_

Mr L Mngomezulu

×

×

Ms NSN Sithole ( Rand Water CE’s Nominee)

×

_

Ms M Sekoaila (ex officio)

×

×

© denotes Chairman.
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RAND WATER FOUNDATION SUB-COMMITTEE
The RWF Projects Committee consists of three (3) independent non-executive members. The General Manager: RWF is an exofficio member of the Committee. The Committee provides support and guidance in developing, implementing, monitoring and
evaluating developmental projects aimed at enhancing the socio-economic capacity of communities. The Committee considers
projects and programmes as well as the projects quarterly financial report and recommends to the Board of RWF for approval.
Rand Water Foundation Board and Sub-Committee Attendance
Members

Board

Projects Committee

Mr M Tsheke

5/5

5/5

Ms M Dooms

4/5

5/5

Ms M Kabi

4/5

–

Mr N Lekubu

4/5

–

Mr L Mngomezulu

4/5

5/5

Ms NSN Sithole ( Rand Water CE’s Nominee)

2/5

–

Ms M Sekoaila (ex officio)

5/5

5/5

GROUP COMPANY SECRETARY
The Group Company Secretary provides a central source of governance and advice to the board and management on all governance
matters. The Group Company Secretary acts as the primary point of contact between the Board and Executive Management; and
maintains an arms-length relationship with the Board. The Group Company Secretary is professionally qualified and has gained
over 10 years’ experience in the following disciplines, namely, secretariat, governance, compliance and legal.
The performance of the Group Company Secretary is evaluated by Board members on a quarterly basis and annually through
formalised performance review process. The Board supports and empowers the Company Secretary. The Group Company
Secretary reports administratively to the Chief Executive and is accountable to Board. The Board of Rand Water is satisfied that
Group Company Secretary is fit and proper to perform the duties in accordance with the applicable legislation.
The Group Company Secretary is responsible for administering the proceedings of the Board and its committees, ensuring overall
governance compliance within Rand Water and the subsidiaries, in accordance with the relevant laws, standards and regulations.
The Group Company Secretary is the custodian of the Corporate Governance, Policy Governance Framework, the Code of Ethics
and the Ethics Management Programmes. The Board Members have unrestricted access to the services of the Group Company
Secretary.
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THE GROUP GOVERNANCE PORTFOLIO (GGP)

The continued independence of the GIA is crucial in its ability

GGP in the year under review continued to define and enforce

to carry out its functions with demonstrable reliability and

corporate governance within the Rand Water Group. Apart

integrity. To this end the GIA reports administratively to the

from ramping up sustainable business practice, the Portfolio in

executive member of the Portfolio Integrated Committee, Group

its quest to achieve Rand Water’s strategic objectives, employed

Governance Executive and functionally to the Audit Committee.

effective assurance and sound governance mechanisms to set
the right tone through compliance to legislative requirements,

APPROACH

provide audit trail and improve operational efficiencies through

Not only does the Group Internal Audit align itself with

zero tolerance to fraud and white collar crime.

organisational strategy, it follows a risk based approach
as prescribed by the King Code III. The adopted audit plan

The business operational plan took into account all the relevant

is informed by the risk assessment outcomes, agreed

policies, legislation, national regulatory frameworks, other

organisational objectives and aspirations, risk profile and

directives and mandates for which Rand Water is responsible

mitigation measures, to ensure that areas of concern from the

for.

business are reviewed and independent assurance is provided.

Primarily, GGP provides a structure that has proven to work for

The GIA periodically reports to the Audit Committee to ensure

the benefit of all concerned. Into the future, GGP in its business

that organisational concerns are addressed in audit plans and

planning value proposition embraced a governance, risk and

execution is aligned, relevant and contribute towards the

compliance (GRC) model. It adopted a seamless integrated

common goal. These reports are shared with Management,

GRC based approach that aims to synchronise management

through the Portfolio Integrating Committee.

of multiple risk domains and compliance functions. This is
envisaged to leverage on a wide range of GRC initiatives that

The GIA ensures that risks identified by business are covered in

will offer continuous assurance of the following benefits:

the audit plan to give assurance on the state of controls in the

1. Lower cost through integration (Lower)

areas of concern.

2. Re-balanced lines of defence (Safer)
3. Increased coverage, quality of information and efficiencies

Hours allocated aligned to integrated report

(Better)
1%

8%

INTERNAL AUDIT

26%

8%

Internal Audit is an independent, objective assurance and
consulting activity designed to add value and improve an
organisation’s operations. In continuance with its commitment
to uphold the standards set by the Institute of Internal Auditors,
as well as in recognition of the crucial role played by its Group

9%
9%

15%

Internal Audit (GIA), Rand Water continues to ensure that its
Group Internal Audit (GIA) executes its mandate in a manner that
is not only independent but also follows the combined assurance
model aligned with the strategic objectives of the organisation.
Rand Water recognises the importance of good governance
and best business practices in realising its objective to deliver
sustainable, universally competitive water and sanitation.
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Group Internal Audit gives awareness to business on internal

every five years. The external review exercise helps ensure

controls and how to mitigate risks to meet business objectives.

world class quality standards are maintained and sustained.

The assessment on risk management are conducted annually

GIA obtained a Generally Compliant status from the recent

at year end and presented to the Audit Committee for approval.

Quality Assurance Review (QAR) last carried out in 2013, being

The following attributes continue to characterise a balance

the highest obtainable accolade, confirming that GIA is at par

between assurance and advisory services, in protection of Rand

with its global peers.

Water and sustenance for deliverance of measurable value:
Risk Focus;

GIA used a risk based approach to ensure that risks identified

Quality and Innovation;

by business are covered, including compliance risk. In terms of

Business Alignment;

audit reviews conducted for the current year the internal audit

Talent Model;

opinion is that the internal financial controls are adequate and

Stakeholder Management;

effective.

Cost Effectiveness;
Technology; and

REPORTING

Services culture.

GIA’s activities are focused on adding value to the control
environment whilst rendering independent assurance to the
Group Audit Committee and to the Board on, inter alia:

COMPLIANCE
The GIA’s key functions and activities are carried out in

The adequacy and effectiveness of risk management,

adherence to the Institute of Internal Audit (IIA) Standards

controls, compliance activities, and governance systems; and

and Code of Ethics, King III and the PFMA. The GIA is subject to

effectiveness of the mitigation plans.

external review by a duly IIA accredited independent reviewer.
Comparison – High and Medium

100

9 393

9 956

4 933

Total Findings

6 417

6 520

80

82%
34.29%

99%

60
40
20
0

98%

2011

2012

2013

Medium

2014

2015

High
155%

186%

The write-up on the internal financial controls is made every
year and reported in the annual financial statements, and they
have been found to be adequate.

2010

2011
2014

2012

2013

2015

COMBINED ASSURANCE
Is defined as “integrating, coordinating and aligning the risk

Rand Water follows a combined assurance model, which

management and assurance processes within the organisation

optimises the assurance obtained from management (PIC),

to optimise and maximise the level of risk, governance and

Internal & External Auditors and its Board of Directors.

control oversight over the organisation’s risk landscape”, (PWC).
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Rand Water combined assurance model

complies with the IIA standards. GIA applied internal audit
methodology adopted from the Standards, including a combined
assurance model. The GIA has a charter approved by the Audit
Committee that articulates how Internal Audit partners with the
business in executing its obligations thoroughly.

Board

Principle 3.5 of King III recommends a combined assurance model
as a preferred method of providing a coordinated approach to
all assurance activities. In compliance with said King III Principle,
GIA continued to facilitate the combined assurance process
by ensuring that relevant forums and frameworks have been
established and that all elements of the 10 top risks identified in
the preceding reporting period, are addressed.

PIC

Internal
Audit

External
Audit

Legal

Executive Management is informed about the plan at PIC
meetings; GIA shares the plan and reports with external auditors.

Forensic
Risk

Quality

Group Internal Audit having drawn its annual plan presented
same to the PIC for recommendation and submitted to Audit
Committee for approval. The Audit plan methodology used

APPLICATION OF KING III PRINCIPLES
This table gives reference to each of the applicable King III
principles and how, in broad terms, they have been applied by
the Group Internal Audit. The information should be read in
conjunction with the detailed narrative on the application of
these principles, as contained above.

Principle Content

Compliance

Comment

7.1

The Board should ensure that there is an
effective risk based internal audit

Compliant

The Internal Audit department follows a risk
based Internal audit approach as prescribed by
the King III Code.

7.2

Internal Audit should follow a risk based
approach to its plan

Compliant

Internal Audit plan is aligned to corporate risks
an assessment of high risk areas using audit
methodology is also used.

7.3

Internal Audit should provide a written
assessment of the effectiveness of the
company’s system of internal controls and
risk management.

Compliant

The assessment is prepared annually .

7.4

The audit committee should be responsible
for overseeing internal audit.

Compliant

Internal Audit provides functionality reports
directly to Audit Committee (AC), and the Head of
Internal Audit engages with the Audit Committee
chairperson privately.

7.5

Internal Audit should be strategically
positioned to achieve its objectives.

Compliant

Internal Audit report administratively to Group
Governance Executive, a Portfolio Integrating
Committee (PIC) member.

3.10

The audit committee should report to
Compliant
the Board and shareholders on how it has
discharged its duties. [Chapter 3 – Public Sector
perspective – Assurance to be given to the
audit committee, be it by internal audit or any
other source, on implications of the accounting
officer, any member of the accounting
authority or any official, in financial misconduct,
including fraud corruption and negligence.]
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Internal Audit did conduct governance audits
including Board and Board subcommittees, without
any limitation of scope and reported to the Audit
Committee.

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Supply Chain Management is a highly regulated function that
requires strict compliance with legislation, policy and any
other applicable guideline. It is in light of this that Rand Water
has ensured that its supply chain policy is in line with National
and Provincial policy directives and legislation in this regard.
Compliance with policy and legislation alone is not sufficient
in the space of supply chain management, thus the continued
commitment by Rand Water to subscribing to best practice
in the governance of procurement. This continued effort to
ensure compliance, has seen Rand Water constantly looking
at the overall systems and procedural arrangements that are
aimed at ensuring that the procurement process is aligned to
appropriate levels of control and integrity.
Vital elements of a governance structure are: company
responsive procurement policies aligned to prevailing
legislation; procedural adherence requirements to lend
credibility and integrity to the management of the process;
separation of allocated roles and responsibilities to safeguard
ethical conduct; engagement of appropriately capable staff in
the supply chain management processes to lend integrity to
the process; and controls and review processes to monitor the
performance of the procurement process.
Rand Water constantly strives to meet the set governance
pillars and is proud to state that from previous reporting
period, improvements have been made and processes put
in place to address material areas that need attention. In
the reporting period, it is acknowledged that supply chain
management process is amongst the top 10 risks in Rand
Water. The organisation continues to monitor and improve
the mitigation measures in place.
GOOD CORPORATE CITIZENSHIP: ON BBBEE
In line with national objectives as mandated in the Preferential
Procurement Policy Framework (PPPF), latest BBBEE codes
and its own corporate objectives, Rand Water continues to
pursue uplifting enterprises that fall within the previously
disadvantaged groups. Its policies make clear statements
on giving preferential points to corporations that portray
attractive empowerment ratings.
In this regard Rand Water has shown demonstrated
commitment to go beyond the minimum requirement of
national objectives. This is best illustrated in the profile of
Rand Water’s service providers, by its inclusion of the business
owned by previously disadvantaged groups.

ON ETHICS
Supply Chain Management requires highest levels of ethical
conduct. This not only ensures that the corporation engages
with deserving service providers but also acts as a measure
that lends credence to the quality of service providers that
Rand Water engages with. Group Forensics and Internal
Audit has collaborated with the Supply Chain Management
division regularly to evaluate its ethics behavioural levels. This
is not limited to only the officers within Rand Water, but also
extends to contractors appointed through the Supply Chain
Management processes. Through the use of an Integrated
Fraud Management Framework and White Collar Crime Risk
Assurance Map, assurance on the governance of White Collar
Crime risk within Rand Water has been provided to the Board
and for the current period, the Board is satisfied with the
ethics level amongst the stakeholders involved in the Supply
Chain Management process.
ON GENERAL PRACTICE
Because of the requirements to adhere to set basic
requirements, Rand Water ensures that it only engages with
service providers/ entities whose matters are in order with
South African Revenue Service (SARS), South African National
Standards (SANS) complaint, have the required Construction
Industry Development Board (CIDB) grading and are in
compliance with Compensation for Occupational Injuries and
Diseases Act (COIDA) requirements, the organisation ensures
that it contributes to encouraging its stakeholders to comply
with legislative requirements that affect society and the
economy; e.g. it is its requirement that contractors are to be
tax complaint and the Construction Industry Development
Board (CIDB) requirements.
The organisation further recognises the importance of
allowing fair market competition and thus monitors all
activities that appear to be anti-competitive. The Supply Chain
Management division plays a vital role in ensuring that the
award of contracts is not seen as contravening or defeating
the principles underpinned in the Companies Act and the
constitution.
APPLICABLE LEGAL PRINCIPLES
The table makes reference to prevailing legal principles and
best practices and how, in broad terms, they have been
applied by the Supply Chain Management division.
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Principle

Content

Compliance

Comment

KingIII 1.2

The Board is to ensure that the company is and

Compliant

Through the Supply Chain Management

is seen to be a responsible corporate citizen {As a

division, Rand Water plays an enormous

responsible corporate citizen, the company should

role in improving the economic position

protect, enhance and invest, in the wellbeing of the

of South Africa through its continued

economy, society and natural environment of the

award of commercial contracts to

economy. Responsible corporate citizenship implies

suppliers and service providers within its

an ethical relationship of responsibility between the

operating area.

company and the society in which it operates.}
Section 38

General responsibilities of accounting Officers:

Compliant

Rand Water’s supply chain process

– PFMA

1) The accounting officer for a

ensures that there is segregation of

department, trading entity or constitutional

duties amongst officers within this

institution

division and it further operates with

(a) must ensure that that department,

assistance from 3 distinct Supply

trading entity or constitutional institution has and

Chain Management committees

maintains

(specification, evaluation and

(iii) an appropriate procurement and provisioning

adjudication committees) which are in

system which is fair, equitable, transparent,

turn constituted of officials from various

competitive and cost-effective.

business units in order to ensure the
integrity of these committees.

Treasury

Management Systems and effectiveness thereof;

Compliant

Activities within the Supply Chain

16A5 – training, competency and capability of

Management division are governed by

staff;

a Supply Chain Management policy

167 – disposal & letting of Assets;

which sets out the tools & standards of

16A8 – compliance with ethical standards; and

performance. Segregation of authority

16A9 – avoiding abuse of SCM Systems.

and the interface with Supply Chain
Management committees ensures the

integrity of this division. Rand Water is
thus comfortable that officers employed
in this division and its committees are fit
& proper persons.
King III

The Board should ensure that the company

Compliant

The Supply Chain Management division

Principle

complies with applicable laws and considers

is periodically audited by Rand Water’s

adherence to non-binding rules, codes and

internal audit division in order to

standards. [General compliance with e.g. BBBEE,

given assurance to compliance to the

Competition Law, etc. within the procurement

laws, policies and process. Any non-

environment.].

compliance concerns are reported
and are adequately given attention to
mitigate risk.
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IT GOVERNANCE
King III puts an obligation on the Board to be responsible for

QUALITY ASSURANCE

information technology (IT) governance. Rand Water adopted

The quality of the IT function is assessed via annual internal

an IT governance framework and an associated charter that

and / or external ISO 9001 assessments and on-going

were approved by the Board. The framework and charter are

independent assurance audits. ISO 9001 is specified in the IT

reviewed once every three years or as and when there are any

compliance checklist as the primary quality standard for Rand

changes to the IT governance requirements of the King code

Water’s IT functions. Internal Audit also audits IT as a strategic

of good governance. Rand Water has an IT strategy approved

focus area in terms of its three year rolling plan and annual

by the Board, subject to review on a five year cycle aligned to

plans.

Rand Water’s performance and sustainability objectives. Rand
Water’s IT function has an internal IT controls framework that

GENERAL STATEMENT ON ITS ACHIEVEMENTS

is primarily based on Control Objectives for Information and

The on-going IT services provide the organisation with a

Related Technology (COBIT).

secure IT environment, with a core IT infrastructure availability
above 99%, resulting in an IT user satisfaction rating of 95%.

REPORTING

The IT systems are effective and the adequacy of the systems

The responsibility for the implementation of an IT governance

landscape is improved by enhancing existing systems or

framework was delegated by the Board to management. The

implementing additional system, where required and feasible.

implementation of the IT governance framework and charter

Business cases and benefit realisation plans ensure that IT

is monitoring by the Board via quarterly IT performance

investments deliver the expected value. IT supports and is

reports. The IT function reports functionally to its Portfolio

involved in corporate initiatives, such as the strategic asset

Executive and the Group Shared Services Executive. It is the

management program, the blue drop audit, social investment,

responsibility of the Group Shared Services Executives to

the Rand Water Academy and the incorporation of Rand Water

present the IT performance reports to the Portfolio Integrating

Mpumalanga.

Committee and the Board. The scope of reporting to the

Portfolio Integrating Committee (PIC) is on a quarterly basis

APPLICABLE LEGAL PRINCIPLES / COMPLIANCE

via the IT performance reports and financial systems reports,

IT has an obligation and strives to comply with the applicable

as well as intermittently as and when specific IT reports and

regulatory framework so as to reduce the organisational

recommendations need to be approved by the Portfolio

legal risk profile, demonstrate the application of King III,

Integrating Committee (PIC), as per the organisational

implement selected best practice and manage the risks of

delegation of authority matrix. The IT performance report is

non-compliance. An independent legislative compliance

shared with the Risk Committee of the Board and the Board

assessment and King III compliance assessment are performed

on a quarterly basis and as per the schedule of the meetings.

once every three years.

IT also reports to the Audit Committee on the financial IT
systems landscape and controls related to financial reporting.

The IT Compliance Framework provides a complete list of all

IT further reports to the Capital Investment Committee as and

legislative provisions, codes, frameworks and standards that

when needed for significant IT investments considerations

Rand Water IT has to comply with.

based on the delegation of authority matrix.
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Principle

Content

Compliance

Comment

5.1

The Board should be

Compliant

The Board accepted the accountability for IT governance at

responsible for information

Rand Water. This is captured in the IT governance framework

technology (IT) governance.

and charter approved by the Board. IT is a standing item on
the agendas of the Risk And Audit Committees of the Board.

5.2

IT should be aligned with the

Compliant

An IT strategy, aligned to the corporate strategic objectives,

performance and sustainability

was approved by the Board. This is supplemented by an IT

objectives of the company.

value proposition; IT balanced score card; and a green IT
strategy that are aligned to the IT strategy.

5.3

The Board should delegate to

Compliant

The responsibility for the implementation of an IT governance

management the responsibility

framework was delegated by the Board to management

for the implementation of an IT

by approving the IT governance framework, charter and

governance framework.

implementation roadmap, as well as monitoring the
implementation via the IT performance reports.

5.4

The Board should monitor

Compliant

Significant IT investments are considered by the Capital

and evaluate significant IT

Investment Committee of the Board, as per the delegated

investments and expenditure.

authority matrix of Rand Water. The progress of these
IT investments is monitored by the Board via the IT
performance reports.

5.5

IT should form an integral

Compliant

IT related risks are included in the Rand Water strategic risk

part of the company’s risk

register, which is approved and monitored by the Board.

management.

An IT operational risk register exists and is based on the
enterprise risk management framework. Operational IT
risks, assessments and progress regarding the primary risk
mitigation actions are monitored by the Board via the IT
performance reports.

5.6

The Board should ensure that

Compliant

The effectiveness of information security measures

information assets are managed

for information assets are monitored by the Board via

effectively.

internal assurance reports and the IT performance reports.
Information and classification as well as compliance to the
POPI Act are being implemented and progress is monitored
by the Board via the IT performance reports.

5.7

A risk committee and audit

Compliant

IT is a standing item on the agendas of the audit and risk

committee should assist the

committees of the Board including the financial systems

Board in carrying out its IT

report for the Audit Committee and the IT performance

responsibilities.

report for the Risk Committee. Independent assurance
reports on IT are presented to the Audit Committee by
internal audit functions.
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GROUP LEGAL

on the business, a consultative process is embarked upon to

In terms of Principle 6 of the King III Report, the Board has a

collate inputs from business.

fiduciary duty to oversee compliance to laws, regulations and
non-binding rules and standards applicable to the company.

LEGAL RISK REGISTER

Once this has been done, the Board should make sure that

GLS, in conjunction with Corporate Risk Advisory Services

processes are in place to ensure that it is timeously informed

employed a Board approved risk assessment methodology in

of relevant laws, rules and standards, including changes, which

identifying potential legal risks to compile an organisational

must form part of risk management processes.

Legal Risk Register. All identified risks were evaluated in terms
both inherent and residual ratings. All the risk controls and

In

is executing a decentralised model of compliance as

further mitigating actions to minimise the risk exposure were

endorsed by the Board, GLS actively manages legal compliance

documented and are continuously reviewed to ensure that

and advocates a culture of compliance by all business units in

they remain relevant. Mitigating factors as control measures to

the organisation.

guard against inherent risks have been put in place to minimise
the identified legal risks.

LEGISLATIVE REFORM
In monitoring changes in legislation, GLS subscribes to various

The Legal Risk Register was derived using the Board of

web-based publications that perpetually give daily alerts on

Rand Water’s approved Risk Assessment Methodology. The

new on new Bills, White Papers, drafts and amended legislation.

methodology requires that all participants to be subject matter

Subscription to the various publications is via Sabinet, Lexis

specialists in the matter being assessed, in this case GLS. The

Nexus and the Parliamentary Monitoring Group (PMG).

methodology used ensures that potential risks identified
were those that would impede Rand Water from achieving

GLS views the PMG as of paramount importance particularly

its established strategic objectives from a legal perspective.

as a repository of deliberations at all Parliamentary Committee

All identified risks were evaluated in terms their inherent and

meetings, in the form of recordings, minutes and documentary

residual ratings. All the risk controls and further mitigating

evidence published daily on the PMG website. Over and above,

actions to minimise the risk exposure were documented and

PMG does provide the following key aspect to keep abreast

are being continuously reviewed to ensure that they remain

with legislative developments:

relevant.

Early notification of requests for submissions;
Details of public hearings;

GLS had a thorough look at the existing legal operational risks for

Committee and Parliamentary Programmes;

proper realignment with the corporate risks, thereby ensuring

Legislative programmes for each government department;

proper mitigation of identified risks. In an effort to guard against

and

risks of a compliance nature in the supply chain environment, a

Weekly progress report on the status of each Bill in the

legal resource was seconded to the Supply Chain Division. The

legislative process and Cabinet Statements.

seconded legal resource is responsible for ensuring compliance
to procurement legislation, National Treasury Regulations

Early notifications received from PMG enable the Group to

and any directives, particularly adherence to prescripts of the

engage business timely, with regards to requisite inputs for

organisational Supply Chain Management Policy. A sharp focus

legislation in question. The regulatory environment is scanned

was placed on the minimisation of unintended transgressions

on a daily bases to establish whether the changes/amendments

against the Public Finance Management Act No 1 of 1999

and or new proposed legislation will have any effect on the

as amended (“the PFMA”), unwarranted penalties and or

business of Rand Water. Should it be established that the

litigations.

changes/amendments and/or new legislation have an impact
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GLS embarked upon a phased-in process that entails:

With regards to the Expropriation Bill, GLS played a pivotal role

Identification and categorising of all legislation, regulations

in making positive contributions in the form of presentations,

and policies (internally and externally) impacting on all

compiled research submissions based on the organisational

spheres of Rand Water’s business activities;

view point. to the Parliamentary Portfolio Committee. GLS

Compilation of a Legal Compliance Register;

followed a robust consultative process with internal and

Assessing impact of identified legislation on Rand Water’s

external stakeholders to substantiate the collective corporate

business activities/units;

view to the Portfolio Committee for consideration. Further,

Checklist for business units with regard to implementation

GLS presented interactive workshops,

of provisions of legislation; and

informative memoranda to business on potential impact and

Annual Assessments.

applicability of legislation on the operations of Rand Water to

presentations and

ensure adherence and compliance.
The identification of the legislation, regulations and policies
has been completed. Assessment of the impact thereof on

Looking forward the newly established Compliance and

Rand Water’s business activities was completed in June 2015. In

Regulatory Division will ensure organisational compliance in

addition to the Legal Compliance Policy that establishes for all

line with the standards as set by the Compliance Institute of

business operations of Rand Water to conduct their operations

South Africa.

in accordance with applicable regulatory, legal and policy
requirements.
Application of legal principles

Provision

Principle Detail

Compliance

Application

Compliant

The Board appoints Portfolio Executives and delegates

KING III PRINCIPLES
6.1

6.2

The board should ensure that
the company complies with

certain of its powers to these Executives. It is through the

applicable laws and considers

Group Governance Executive that the Legal Services division

adherence to non-binding rules,

gives the Board assurance on legislative compliance and

codes and standards.

compliance with general best practices.

The board and each individual

Compliant

Group Legal Services ensures that the Board, and the

director should have a working

business at large, is kept abreast with regard the latest

understanding of the effect of

legislative developments, regulatory and compliance

the applicable laws, rules, codes

requirements by communicating same on an on-going

and standards on the company

basis through workshops, publications on internal media

and its business.

platforms and rendering relevant opinions and advisory
services as and when required.

6.3

Compliance risk should form an

Compliant

As part of its core activities and its interactions with

integral part of the company’s

various business units within Rand Water, the Group Legal

risk management process.

Services identifies compliance risks, registers same, develop
mitigation measures and monitors same continuously.

6.4
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The board should delegate to

Compliant

Through its appointed Group Governance Executive,

management the implementation

the Legal Services division has been duly mandated to

of an effective compliance

ensure produce the compliance framework and oversee its

framework and processes.

implementation.
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Application of legal principles (continued)

Provision

Principle Detail

Compliance

Application

Compliant

Rand Water is a government entity listed in Schedule 3b

KING III PRINCIPLES
3.10

The audit committee should report
to the board and shareholders

of the Public Finance Management Act No 1 of 1999. In

on how it has discharged its

generally the King Principles compliment the provisions of

duties. [chapter 3 – Public Sector

PMFA. However, where there are inconsistencies, Rand Water

perspective – Assurance to be

assumes the “apply or explain” approach. In this regard,

given to the audit committee on

Group Legal Services assures compliance with the applicable

compliance with PFMA, MFMA &

legislation in particular those that are specific to the public

The Division of Revenue Act]

sector.

Compliance with other Legislative Requirements
In generality Rand Water has to comply with various legislative requirements. Group Legal Services oversees such compliance
and in particular the overriding legislation which gives Rand Water its existence; the Constitution, the National Water Act, the
Water Services Act and the Public Finance Management Act No. 1 of 1999 as amended.
GROUP FORENSIC SERVICES

Water governance structures by providing periodic reports on

The Board of Rand Water promotes and supports high

investigations conducted and initiatives undertaken.

standards of corporate governance, integrity and ethics that
contribute towards the on-going sustainability of the Group. In

The functions of GFS are conducted within the compliance of

the 2014/15 financial year the company has again committed

legal frameworks and adherence to set policies and guidelines

itself to preventing fraud, Irregular and Wasteful expenditure

of the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners and Institute of

and other White Collar Crimes.

Internal Audit (IIA). GFS utilises a customised system called the
Rubi Case Management system that serves as a repository for a

The Group Governance Portfolio deploys a combined assurance

detailed log of all operational activities embarked upon.

methodology that includes the Group Forensic Services (GFS)
Division, an independent activity established by Rand Water’s

The Board approved the Fraud Risk Assessment methodology

Board to identify, prevent and report on white collar crime risk

as contained in the Group Fraud Risk Register, defines fraud

areas in the organisation.

and white collar crime risks. The GFS Charter is reviewed on
a three year cycle, the last review and approval being in 2014

Where transgressions are identified, GFS investigates criminal and

by the Board Risk Committee. GFS submits an annual plan at

irregular conduct and non-compliance to policies procedures.

the beginning of the new financial year that details Pro active

Upon conclusion of investigations, GFS assists management

audits, risk assessments and ad-hoc initiatives, to the Board Risk

with prosecution of identified offenders and the recovery of

Committee for approval.

identified losses.
The organisation has an approved Fraud Prevention Plan
Although GFS is responsible to perpetually educate management

endorsed by the National Treasury. It emphasises Rand Water’s

and staff on own responsibilities to combat white collar crime

zero tolerance to fraud and white collar crime enshrined

risk, raising awareness levels to decrease organisational fraud

in the Fraud Policy Statement. The all-encompassing zero

risk exposure remains integral. Management is exemplary

tolerance to fraud phenomenon is of a pervasive nature and

to the organisation at large in setting the tone at the top

entrenched through the effective implementation of Fraud and

by upholding the Rand Water Code of Ethics. GFS provides

Investigations policies.

reasonable assurance to management and established Rand
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White Collar Crime Assurance Map
Tone from the Top – Fraud
policy statement – ZERO
TOLERANCE

Close Liaison with
Internal / External
Audit and Risk
Management
process

RW Code of Ethics
Compliance to policies

Awareness

Disciplinary Code Criminal /
Civil prosecution

Training

Communication

FPP, Investigations Policy
and Fraud Policy

GFS investigations

Review and rating of
Internal controls

Charter and Independence –
RW Hotline function
Pro-Active
initiatives

GFS developed a white collar crime assurance map that illustrates

to minimise the organisation’s white collar crime risk exposure.

the entire process to be followed for pro-active investigations,

GFS performs vetting on all RW Stakeholders. Although GFS is

ad-hoc initiatives and risks assessments. GFS has a charter that

not directly involved in the evaluation of prescribed officers,

sets its mandate, provides for its independence and is approved

the Executive Authority places reliance on the results of all GFS

by the Board Risk Committee. A Fraud is rated individually in the

initiatives (vetting) prior to engaging prescribed officers.The

Corporate Risk Register and refers to the separate Risk Register

organisation has a dedicated whistle blowing facility (Hotline

as it details sensitive information for management to make

- 0800 212 364) where stakeholders can anonymously report

informed decisions. All fraud related risks are rated in terms of the

irregularities. The Hotline facility has been in existence for the past

organisation’s fraud risk assessment methodology that rates the

twelve (12) years and is managed by an external Service Provider.

risk as well as the effectiveness of the control measures that are

Service Providers are changed regularly in accordance with

in place. A residual risk rating (Inherent risk rating and Control risk

Supply Chain Management principles. Regular road shows are

rating combined) details the effectiveness for the controls in the

conducted to internal and external stakeholders in respect of the

relevant area. Where control measures are deemed ineffective

process, procedures to be followed highlighting the effectiveness

detailed recommendations for improvements are made and

and legislative requirements for Protected Disclosures.

reported on.
Through the Group Governance Portfolio and the Combined
Periodic reports are submitted to Board through the Board Risk

(Integrated) Assurance Framework (that GFS forms part of)

and Audit Committees. In all the reports, GFS have expressed an

all efforts are taken to ensure that the organisation effectively

opinion that fraud and white collar crime risks are appropriately

complies with expectations in respect of fraud risk management,

managed within the organisation. The organisation’s stance on

enabling the organisation to maintain its status as a responsible

zero tolerance to fraud is well communicated and understood

corporate citizen that expects and delivers ethical standards of

by all relevant stakeholders. As part of the Pro-Active activities

the highest quality.

that GFS deploys, reference checks which are conducted on new
employees, vendors and debtors to minimise Rand Water’s fraud

As the Ethics Policy and Ethics Standards compliment the Fraud

risk exposure. Lifestyle audits are performed on current staff

Prevention Plan, GFS plays a major role in the Ethics Framework

members (with voluntary consent from employees).

awareness drives in the organisation. The MGFS is a certified
Ethics Officer through Ethics SA and reports on Ethics violations

GFS can therefore provide assurance that no material matters

as and when uncovered. Through its Fraud Prevention initiatives

have been uncovered and the Fraud Prevention Plan is managed

and total commitment from the top (Board and management).

effectively. The White Collar Crime risk assessment methodology

Rand Water promotes ethical standards of the highest quality in

rates and identifies all risks such as fraud, theft, corruption etc.

all of its activities. It is the opinion of GFS that the organisation

The Fraud Prevention Plan and White Collar Crime Assurance

(management, Board and staff) displays a positive ethical stance

map as well as the GFS Charter and annual plan are all utilised

that culminates in positive ethical behaviour.
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APPLICATION OF KING III PRINCIPLES
This table gives reference to each of the applicable King III principles and how, in broad terms, they have been applied by the Group
Forensic Services. The information should be read in conjunction with the detailed narrative on the application of these principles, as
contained across.

Principle

Content

Compliance

Comment

1.2

The Board should ensure that the
company is and is seen to be a
responsible corporate citizen

Compliant

The Board, management and employees commit to
conducting business in accordance with the highest
standards of integrity, behaviour and ethics and this is
assured through its entire chain of governance.

1.3

The Board should ensure that the
Company’s ethics are managed
effectively

Compliant

Group Forensic Services actively promulgates the organisation’s
Code of Ethics through road shows and awareness programs
throughout the organisation .The Rand Water Hotline provides
an anonymous reporting facility where staff and other
stakeholders can report unethical conduct.

(2.9) – 6.1

The board should ensure that
the company complies with
applicable laws and considers
adherence to non-binding rules,
codes and standards.

Complied

Group Forensics gives assurance to the Board on the
implications of the following applicable legislations, which
may not necessarily be limited:

6.2

The board and each individual
director should have a working
understanding of the effect of the
applicable laws, rules, codes and
standards on the company and its
business.

Compliant

Through regular educational awareness sessions,
management and staff are made aware of applicable
legislation, its implications and their role in combating white
collar crime.

6.3

Compliance risk should form an
integral part of the company’s risk
management process.

Compliant

Group Forensics utilises the RUBI case management system
in managing fraud related risk and in addition compiles an
annual risk register that forms an integral part of Corporate Risk
Register. Compliance monitoring forms part of this process.

2.11

The Board should appreciate that
stakeholders’ perception affect
the company’s reputation

Compliant

By giving great attention to the management of white collar
crime risk, the Board is gives cognisance to the need for the
organisation to be perceived as ethically compliant and by
that it consequently preserves its integrity.

2.14

The Board and its directors should
act in the best interest of the
company

Compliant

Through its engagement in the monitoring and
recommending measures to curtail fraud, the Board portrays
interest in the organisation’s ethical behavior.

3.8

Internal Assurance Providers
- The audit committee should be
an integral component of the risk
management process [chapter 3 –
fraud risk]

Compliant

Group Forensics utilises RUBI case management system in
managing fraud related risk and in additions compiles an
annual risk register that forms an integral part of Corporate
Risk Register.

Public Finance Management Act No 1 of 1999;
Criminal Procedures Act;
The Prevention and Combating of Corrupt Activities Act;
Protected Disclosures Act;
International standards as prescribed by the Association
of Certified Fraud Examiners; and
International standards for the Professional Practice of
Internal Auditing
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